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TRACT

In this manuscript we review briafiy the history of Resonant Laser Ablation (RLA), and

discuss some currerit ideas regarding sample preparation, laser parameters, and

mechanisms, We also discuss current applications including spectral analysis of trace

components, depth profiling of thin films and multilayer structures, and !he use of RLA with

the Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer (lTMS).

Ever since the first report of laser action, it has been recognized that laser ablation

(evaporation/volatilization) may provide a useful sampling mechanism for chemical

analysls’”4. The potentially high heating rates (lOl~K/see) can produce gas phase plumss,

amenable to analysis, which have compositions representative of the sampled surfaces.

With the recent resurgence in the popularity of multiplex mass spectromet~ (ToF6, ITMS7

and ~lCR8), laser ablation is rapidly gaining popularity as a method of sample introduction

for mass spectrometry,

Since its original description, nurhorcus research papers and review articles have

appeared on various aspects of laser mass spectrometry, Several attributes are characteristic

of laser mass spectrometry 1) no background is introduced due to bulk heating of the

sample; 2) spatial resolution can be vety good, limited only by diffraction of the incident

beam (typically -1 ~m in diameter) and, at high fluxes, cratering of the surface (typically

N‘1O~m); 3) little sample preptiiation is need~d; 4) sensitivity is excellent, and the



detection Iimitfrequently falls inthefemtogram toattogram (absolute) or sub-parts-per-billion

range.

While most laser ablation/mass spectrometry has been performed with fixed frequency

lasers operating at relatively high intensities/f luences (21OeW/cma, 21 J/cma), there has

been scme recent interest in the use of tunable lasers to enhance the ionization yield of

selected components in an analytical sample. This process has been termed resonant laser

ablation (FLA)g-”, and typically relies on irradiation of a sample in a mass spectrometer with

modest intensity laser pulses tuned to a one- or two-photon resonant transition in the analyte

of interest. Recently, Ledingham’s group9-14and our own15.17have begun systematic study

of the process on a variety of materials.

Potential advantages of RIA include: 1) simplification of the mass spectrum, by

enhancement of sigrlal from the analyte of interest; 2) improvement of the absolute detection

limits by improving the iofiization efficiency, and 3) improvement in relative sensitivity, RLA

tends to produce higher mass resolution because of minimal spatial spread in the ion source

and small space charge effects. In this manuscript we present a survey of RLA attributes and

applications, including laser spot-size dependence, and the effects of polarization, and

surface finish. We also describe the use of RLA for the analysis of thin films, and as an ion

source for ion trap mass spectrornetry. The use of RIA for spectroscopy of small or very

dilute samples is also noted. In addition, we discuss mechanisms that describe these results.

2.1 Lasers and Optics

Several optical sources were used in these experiments. Typically, one of several

excimer-laser pumped dye lasers was used to produce laser pulses @ 10 Hz having the

following characteristics: 1-5 mJ/pulse; -12 nsec pulse duration; spectral outpd 440-

480 nm, with a spectral bandwidth of 0,05, 0,3 or 0,7 cm-l, Few gross differences were

noted with the results obtained from these various lasers, though in general, the narrower

bandwidth l~,sers produced the largest signal and the smallest background.

The output from iliticlyaIasarpassed thl-ough a variety of beam-steering optics, through a

variable attenuator, a polarization rota~tor,and a quartz focusing lens (15 cm) mounted on a

precision 5-axis positioner. Beam energy could be monitored directly, by insertion of an

energy meter in the beam line, or indirectly, ~y the use of calibrated photodiodes that viewed

both a reflection from the incident beam, and the residual transmitted beam refleded from the

sample surface and out of the vacuum cm. Typical incident pulse energies fell in the range

1-40 IJJ. Pulse size and shape couid bq monitored on a shot-tu+hot basis with a CCD

camera mounted on a parallel beam line, and monitored with beam-analysis software,



Typicai laser spots at the sample surface were round, with a FWHM diameter of 110 pm.

Since the beam was projected on the surface at an angle 11° from grazing incidence, the

projected spot on the surface was ==110 ~m x 550 pm.

In other experiments, a nitrogen laser pumped dye laser was used. This apparatus

produced a maximum pulse energy of 85 yJ in a pulse of =3 nsec durat!on, and a bandwidth

of 2 cm-l. The beam was apertured, and deliver~d to the sample with a 20 cm focusing

lens, again mounted in a precision 5-axis optical stage.

2.2 Mass Spectrometers % Detection

Most of the data reported here was obtained with two time-of-flight (ToF) mass

spectrometer systems, a 0.4 m linear ToF, and a 1 m reflecting ToF. The former was pumped

to a base pressure = 1 x 10“7Torr, with a potential in the extraction region of 500 V/cm, and

equipped with a channel electron multiplier for detection; resolution was typically -200
(m/Am). The latter was pumped to a base pressure= 1 x 10-gTorr, with a potential in the

extraction region of 1000 V/cm, and equipped with a channel plate detector; resolution for

this instrument was -1200 (m/Am). In either case, signal was passed through an impedance

matching preamplifier, and then to a transient recorder (for ToF measurements) or to a gated

integrator (for time-dependent or spectral measurements). Data was transferred to a

microcomputer for storage and subsequent data analysis.

Some experiments were performed with an ion trap mass spectrometer (lTMS). The !TMS

was mounted inside a 1 m diameter vacuum can capable of base pressuress 10-8 Torr. The

laser beam was focused (65 cm lens) thrcugh a 2.5 mm hole in the ring electrode of a

Finnigan ion trap mass spectrometer as described previously, producing a roughly circular

gaussian spot on the target, which was inserted trough the opposite side of the ring

electrode. Helium was used as a buffer gas at an uncorrected gauge pressure of 1=2x 10-5

Torr for all experiments. The scan function utilized a ramped rf potential, as described

previously, to improve signal Ievels,la The laser was triggered by a digital deiay generator

that was triggered synchronously with the scan function at a zero crossing of the RF

generator as the RF began to rise. The ions were stored for 10 to 15 msec after resorption

before the analytical ramp.

2.3 Samples, Preparation and Analysis

Samples were mounted on a rotatable push/pull vacuum feedthrough, with the face of the

sample mounted flush with the repeller plate of the ToF extraction region. Samples consisted

of 1/2” disks of bulk material (typically copper, bronze or stainless steel), NISI” standard

r6ference materials, (Cl 154a, also machined to 1/2” diameter disks), copper-coated silicon
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wafers, or multilayer dielectric structures. The bulkand standard reference materials were

used both polished to a mirror finish and with a roughened surface.

Following exposure to the laser beam, the surfaces could examined by both optical

microscopy and by a surface profilometer. optical microscopy was used routinely to measure

the size of the surface figure etched by the laser beam, typically 20 x 60 ym. Selected spots

were also examined with a stylus profilometer, to measure the depth of the etch, and to

confirm the spot size measured by optical microscopy.

3. f@sulh & ~bussiQQ

3.1 General Observations.

Resonant laser ablation is believed to be a multistep process. The leading (temporal)

edge of the laser pulse interacts with the solid surface to produce a relatively low density gas

phase plumels In our experiments we es!imate that the removal rate is M0,00I

monolayedshot; after 5 nsec, and assuming a plume velocity of 1 x 10s cm/see, this

corresponds to a density of 3 x 1016cm-~, or an effective pressure ~ 103 Torr at standard

temperature. The trailing edge of the laser pulse interacts with the gas-phase plume, via a

resonant excitation/ionization process, to selectively generate ions. Figure 1 shows a
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Figure 1 shows the resonant spectrum of copper from a copper film. The FWHM of the
spictral feature is 0.35 cm.1, which is laser lin~width limited.



resonant excitation spectrum for the copper (3dl 05s) 2S112 +

(photons to resonance+ photons to ionize) ionization process.

energy level diagram, indicating the relevant energy levels.

Figure 2 shows RLA mass spectra generated from the NIST

(3d104s) 2SI,Z “2+1”

Also shown is a simplified

SRM. Each spectrum
corresponds to irradiation of the surface at a different wavelength, corresponding to a

resonant “2+1” ionization process for the labeled element: chromium, copper or tin. Several

features are worth noting. First, signal was obtained with low pulse energies, corresponding

to fluences s50 mJ/cmz. The observation of trace components at very low laser intensities is

a significant virtue of this process; this sensitivity is due both to th~ resonant nature of the

ionization process, and to the excellent overlap of the vaporized sample with the ionizing

laser beam. Second, virtually no signal due to the bulk material (Fe) was obsewed. In mere

careful experiments, we have demonstrated selectivity in ionization of the target analyte vs.

the bulk material of 210%1. In spite of this, a persistent signal due to sodium (3.4 IJsec) and

potassium (4.4 ~sec) is observed in all of these spectra. These components are obsefved

here, and in other work, presumably because of their high volatility, low ionization potential

and presence on the surface as ionic compounds, They are thus easily vaporized, and

ionized, by low-order non-resonant multiphoton processes.
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Figure 2 shows the ability to analyze different components from a complex mixture
~imply by change resonant excitation wavelengths. All resonant ionization is due to
‘2+1” ionization processes



3.2 Laser Spot Size.

As noted earlier, we monitor both the laser spatial profile (on a parallel beam line), with a

CCD camera and the damaged spot size on the sample surface. A typical experiment of the

optical beam size yields a measured beam size (FWHM) of 110 ym (round), while measured

spot size on surface is 20 pm x 60 #m (out-of-round due to the due to 11-degree projection

on surface), as shown in Figure 3. This discrepancy ISpresumably due to the high order of

the RIA process. We have previously measured the intensity (1)dependence of the signal

(S) to scale as S = In, with 6<n<1215, For a gaussian beam having a FWHM diameter of

100 ym, the corresponding [gaussianlo] beam will have a FWHM diameter of =25 pm, very

close to our observed spot size.
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‘i~ure 3. Left side shows an o~tical microarac)h of a laser irradiated sr)ot (ml000
ih-ots,7’UJ/shot) for a sample consisting of-20’~ Cu on Si (110), The ~ight’side shows
ntensity as a function of position, for a cut across the center of the spot; in this case the
~terpeak spacing ~ 2-3 pixels = 1 pm,

Another aspect of the laser irradiated spots is shown in Figure 3; an interference pattern is

often observed in the center of spot, with lines parallel to the direction of propagation cf the

laser beam. As shown on the right side Of Fig. 3, the spacing between lines is -1 ~m. These

patterns were found to be independent of samples orienttition, and only weakly dependent

on laser polarization (strongest patterns wero observed for p-polarization),



3.3 Polarization Dependence.

Figure 4 illustrates the dependence of copper ion signals as a function of polarization of

the incident laser light. After analysis with the rough surfaces of high purity copper and the

stainless steel SRM were completed, ?hahigh purity copper and stainless steel SRM were

polished to produce mirror-like finishe> similar to the thin copper films on Si (100).
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‘igure 4, For each sample, we show modulation of the reflected laser beam (dottec
ine) with polarization modulation, and also the modulation of the copper ion signa
,solid line) from the sample in question. The polarization is indicated in the uppermos:
race, and is the same for each data set.

The most obviws finding form the data concerns the responses of smooth and rough

surfaces; the polarization dependencies for these surfaces are opposed to one another.

Whereas smooth surfaces produce a maximum signal for s-polarized light, the rough

surfaces produce the maximum signal for p-polarized light, This, despite the fact that the

reflected intensities follow the same pattern for both smooth and rough surfaces; p-polarized

light is reflected to a greater extent than is s-polarized light, The differences in reflected

intensities can be rationalized fairly easily from simple optical physics. The differences in

RLA signals are less easily interpretable, and are still under study.



4. ADDiiC%ti~
4.1 Spectroscopy

We show here the RIA spectra of Fe atoms ablated at very low fl’lence from a bulk Re

target (70 ppm Fe in rhenium)l 7. Fig. 5 shows the 2+1 multiphoton ionization spectrum of
56Fe detected by RiA. We observe two-photon AJ=O transitions from the a5D ground term to

the e5D excited term near 44640 cm-1. Also shown in Fig. 5 is the e5F + a5F two-photon

transition from the first excited term near -1 eV. Each of these multiples spans a wavelength

range of <1 nm, yielding essentially constant dye laser power across the multiplet. The J“=3
+ J’=3 and J“=5 + J’=5 transitions are much stronger than the other lines in this multiplet

due to near resonances with the Z5P term (detunings of 182 cm”l and 92 cm-l, respectively).

40000 40100
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44600 44650
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Figure 5 depicts two fine structure manifolds (AJ=O transitions) of iron obtained by RLA
of iron in a high purity (99.97Yio)rhenium sample.

Transition intensities can be calculated using second order perturbation theory. We

obtain good agreement between experimental and calculated intensities, A fit of the

experimental intensities yields a temperature of 1100 t 200 K for Fe ablation from Re,

showing that this spectroscopy can be a useful internal thermometer,

4.2 Thin Film Anaiysis.

We have recently explored the application of RIA for thin film analysis. With a few notable

exceptions, 1“2° most previous studies of laser ablation have produced craters or pits far too

deep for analysis of thin fiims and multilayer structures21. Initial experiments described here



involve RLA of copper from S1 (1 10) wafers overcoated with 20 i 6 A of CU. These samples

afford the opportunity to quantify material removal under weli defined conditions. Figure 6

shows several results from this effort. In the left figure, the copper signal (at constant laser

intensity) is found to rise with the rising laser (photodiode) intensity, decrease slowly for

several thousand shots, and then end abruptly at channel # 500, corresponding to =1 5,000

laser shots. A nonresonant (potassium) signal is seen to occur largely at the rising and
. ,.. .
‘allmg edges of the copper signal.
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‘igura & On the left, is displayed laser, copper and potassium signals as a function of
irradiation (30 laser shots/point @ 7KJ, 1xl O-scmz) for a sample consisting of 20ACu
on Si (11O). on the right is a profile of the laser spot, obtained with a surface profiiimeter.

We believe that the falling edge of the copper signal corresponds to removal of the thin

copper film. The transient potassium signals at the rising and falling edges of the copper

signal suggest that potassium may be preferential segregating to the interfaces. The right

side of figure 6 shows a surface profile of the laser spot, obtained with a interferemetric

profilimeter. At the bottom of the pit, the depth of the crater is -25 A,in agreement with the

supposition that the falling copper signal corresponds complete removal of the copper film.

The slight rises on either side of the crater may be due to redeposition22 of ablated material,

This data suggests that the removal rate under these conditions is =0.001 &shot.

4.3 Ion Generation for the Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer.

We have also expiored the use of RfA as an ion source for the anaiysis of inorganic

materiais in a quadruple ion trap mass spectrometer (lTMS), One of the significant
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advantages accruing to the use of RIA as an ion source for the ITMS lies in the selectivity of

the process. Ion traps store only a limited number of ions (typically sl 06).

Detection of trace components requires that these analytes be produced and trapped in

detectable abundances. For components present at less than ppm abundances, this virtually

requires a degree of selectivity either in the ionization230r trapping process24. Using RI-A, we

nave previously demonstrated15’17 the detection of components at the sub-ppb level, and

selectivities 2106.

Figure 7 shows mass spectra obtained by tuning to the resonant transitions of chromium

and iron in a stainless steel sample16. Both elements were ionized using “2+1” (photons to

resonance + photons to ionize) ionization processes25. The left of Fig. 7 depicts the mass

spectrum generated by tuning to the 473.3 nm [3d54d] e 703 ~ [3d54s] a 7S3 2-photon

transition in chromium. The mass spectrum shows primarily the nickel isctopes at m/e=50,

(4%), 52 (84”A), 53 (10%) and 54 (296), where the numbers in parentheses indicate natural

abundances. Also observed is a small signal due to the predominant iron isotope at m/e=56.

Similarly, the right side of Fig. 7 displays the mass spectrum obtained when the laser is tuned

to the 447.97 nm [3dG4s(a GD3)5s] e SD4 e [3dG4sz] e SDS 2-photon transition in ircn.

This spectrum exhibits signal due primarily to iron isctopesatm/e=54 (6%), 56(92%) and 57

(2?6),along with some residual signal at m/e=52 from the predominant nickel isotope.
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Figure 7. The left panel depicts the RLA mass spectrum of chromium (upper trace) along
with a stick spectrum (lower) depicting the normal mass spectrum, The right side shows I
the RLA mass spectrum and stick spectrum of of iron. Both were obtained in the ITMS.



Some signal from the nonresonant component is also seen in both spectra. The

selectivity of the ionization process, while not optimized in these experiments, will allow for

the detection of trace components in complex mixtures without the difficulties associated with

generating a large excess of matrix ions. T$e use of a single laser for both the evaporation

and ionization processes greatly reduces the complexity relative to separate evaporation (by

sputtering or laser ablation) and selective ionization steps.

5. COnclual.Qm

From the work done here15, and elsewhwe12, a qualitative understanding of the

processes and mechanisms involved in RLA is beginning to emerge. It is clear that

production of ions is a high (photon) order process, so that precise controal of intensity is

essential. Polarization effects are significant, and not yet well understood. The use of non-

resonant ionization as an internal calibrant may allow for semi-quantitative analysis.

In the area of new applications, we have shown the ability to perform spectroscopyon trace

components, and to determine temperatures from electronic spectra. We have also

demonstrated the potential uti!ity of RIA for the analysis of thin films, and multilayer

structures. Lastly, the use flu as a selective ion source for analysis by ITMS has been

demonstrated.
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